Tech Open Forum
Hears Debate On
Permanent Peace
Frederick J. Libby Maintains
Complete Isolation Is
Best Policy

Roosevelt Accused By Libby
Of Violating Neutrality

Cooperation Of Peace-Loving
Nations Supported By
Eichelberger

Arguments favoring isolation and international cooperation respectively as methods for keeping the United States out of war were advanced by Frederick J. Libby, director of the National War College and former Secretary of War; and Clark Eichelberger, National Director of the League of Nations Association, at the Tech Open Forum. Mr. Libby had about 100, held last Tuesday at Eastman Hall.

Mr. Eichelberger maintained that war could be prevented only by cooperation of the peace-loving nations, by punishing the aggressor countries.

Union Pacific, the strongest country in the world, he said, had been maintained only by "the 90 per cent of the people who had resisted a forced action against the 10 per cent who had the bomb"

"But the dictators are willing to take chances by putting millions of people at risk, whereas we want peace, want it so badly that we aren't willing to take any risks any more."

The speaker made an analogy between the United States and the world generally. The world peace through international cooperation, he said, was not in the hands of the United States alone. (Continued on Page 4)

Tech Forum

G.E. To Offer Tour Of
Plant Following Electrical Colloquium

Inspection Trip Will Supplement
Guest Lecture On
Measurements

"Electrical Measurements" will be the subject of a colloquium which is to be held by the Institute Electrical Engineering Department on Monday, Nov. 15, and Thursday, Nov. 18, at 4:30 p.m. in Room 10-275. The meeting will be open, and graduate students, particularly in the field of electrical engineering, are encouraged to attend. Any other interested persons in the subject are invited to attend.

The engineers who are to lead the meetings are Mr. Frank C. Bobier, from the meter department at the Schenectady works, Mr. R. G. Gaske, from the Standardizing and Works Laboratory at the West Lynn works, Mr. Roscoe Griswold, Mr. R. C. Curtis, Jr., New England District Engineer, Boston Office, and Mr. Everett S. Letts, Head Engineer, Philadelphia Engineering Department. (Continued on Page 4)

Electrical Engineering Colloquium

Morrill Will Discuss
New Sewerage Plan

The sanitary section of the Boston Sewerage Commission will hold a meeting at seven-thirty this evening in the Eastman Lecture Hall Room 412-26. The meeting will be addressed to the health and sanitation difficulties in the city, particularly in several districts which will discuss some of the features of the new sewer system which are now in practice in Detroit.

"By engineering projects, which will handle four hundred and twenty million gallons of sewage a day, we are setting the pattern of modern-type sewers for the rest of the world."

Organic Chemistry Is Hardest Course
According To Educational Survey

For the first time, organic chemistry has been identified as the most difficult course for engineering students at Tech. The survey, conducted by the student body, bears out the general opinion of the Tech students that organic chemistry is difficult and discouraging.

History Rated Next Hardest

"Commonalities" of the course were described by students as "the most difficult common course."

"The course writer inquired into the fact that the Bureau of Education found that science and math courses are the most difficult for students.

"History Rated Next Hardest Category" of the course was described by students as "the most difficult common course."

Riverside Court Hotel, purchased by the Institute to provide ample accommodations and improved facilities for the Graduate House.

Crew Gets Awards At Booters Dance

Fales Discusses New Auto Models

Awards will be presented to the winners of the class crew race, during the intermission of the most popular Boat Club dance next Friday evening, November 13, in Wallace Memorial, according to the latest report from Mr. Arthur B. Morrill, the manager of the Riverside Club.

"Tickets for the dance, which will feature the music of the Harnesses and their orchestra, "America's Swing Sty- le," are in the hands of members of the Riverside Club, and may be obtained from them or in the booth in the Main Lobby, Friday and next week."

The class crew race awards consist of a plaque on which is mounted a replica of an eight-cast shell, all made by Forest C. Hugger, 35, Vice-Commodore of the Boat Club. This will be presented to the winning crew. Also each member of the crew will receive with their trophies a suitable inscription. These awards will be presented to the winners of the class crew race at the completion of the picture of the course as a whole in the new model, every selling price of the new models, every model possible is being employed to encourage current production.

Design for Safety

"Many of the recent improvements in design are for the sake of increasing the safety features of the cars. Among those safety features are improved braking apparatus, smaller wheels and better ride, increased wheelbase for better vision, more durable tires and better road-holding. The car is a better automatic gear shift, and pressure method of air conditioning to keep dangerous gases from seeping up through floor.

Building Contains
140 Rooms And
Dining Service

Will Relieve Existing
Waiting Lists For
Dorm Rooms

Buildings To Be Kept In Fall To
Give Tenants Time To
Evacuate

Riverbank Court Hotel, which stands at the corner of Massachusetts Avenue and Memorial Drive, Cambridge, has been purchased by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for use as a Graduate House for its advanced students. Horace S. Ford, Treasurer of the Institute, announced today.

The building, one of the best known apartment houses in Greater Boston, has 140 suites and complete dining facilities. It will be used in the future as public rooms. Its use as a graduate house will provide accommodations for 500 students.

The facilities of the new house, provided by this investment of Institute funds, will greatly enhance opportunities for graduate students.
ANOTHER STEP FORWARD
A DEPARTMENT TO HOUSE FUTURISTIC FACILITIES

The latest development in the Riverhead housing plan is the Institute's purchase of the Hotel for a Graduate House. This new hotel is commendable from every point of view. It is another, and an important, step in the Institute's expansion, for it means that the un-satisfactory aspects of our present student housing situation can be completely remedied.

First and foremost, of course, it provides enough dormitory space. This year there were several hundred students who wanted to get in the dormitories but could not for lack of room. With the Architecture Department on this side of the river next year, the situation would have been even worse. But the additional accommodations for 350 students which the new purchase will provide enable the dormitories and graduate house to take practically all who want to reside there.

The new graduate house will provide better accommodations than were possible in the old. And yet, while the purchase price was not announced, it was almost certainly much less than the cost of building a new dormitory of the same size, and perhaps even less than the cost of the much smaller building which was contemplated. The money thus saved can well be devoted to other uses.

The location of the new unit is excellent. Together with the projected athletic facilities it makes a part of the Institute which was only a part of the Institute's campus, because its style of architecture differs appreciably from that of the rest. We have no fault to find with the Institute's architecture, but as far as the dormitories are concerned, it is seems to us that the atmosphere of the new unit will be more like that of a place to live rather than merely a place to reside.

IN THE NEWSROOM

Our Department

It was well worth the total price of admission just to see that blight of the recent technology dinghy race which is running currently in one of the newsrooms. It gives us a proud of pride to able to offer our non-technology colleagues a chance to see, if not to participate in, the excitement of this new sport. It is well worth the price of admission just to see that blight of the recent technology dinghy race which is running currently in one of the newsrooms. It gives us a proud of pride to able to offer our non-technology colleagues a chance to see, if not to participate in, the excitement of this new sport. Technology students have been waiting for a long time for a sport to come across with a winning team and when the Institute sailing team began winning as soon as they had a chance at the new boats, most of us were more than ready to stand up and cheer. At first, it was difficult to be other than skeptical over the prospects for Technology in this new found sport, but with one win after the other over colleges large and small, the sailors seem to be getting into the habit of winning.

The Institute’s architecture, but as far as the dormitories are concerned, it is seems to us that the atmosphere of the new unit will be more like that of a place to live rather than merely a place to reside.
Yearling Booters Tie Quincy High

Fresh Booters Beat Crimson
By Two To One Score

Yesterday in a practice game with Tech High, the freshman representatives of the cardinal and gray met the team from the adjacent college of their regular guide, fought to a two-to-one tie in the second period, and won at the two-minute overtime period.

The victory will give the young men another taste of the kind of hockey they have been working on all season, and the two teams will meet again on Friday. This time the practice game will be played at the old ground of Tech High.

Beaver Booters Seek Vengeance Saturday From Green Team

Technology Men To Meet Squad Which Has Made Better Than They

Out to avenge a rather unfortunate defeat by Deerfield last Sunday, the freshman outfit, after a two-hour period of its regular guide, fought to a two-to-one tie in the second period, and won at the two-minute overtime period.

Setting their goal at one of the few undefeated teams in Tech high, the freshman booters, fresh from their recent win over Harvard, played to their final week with a major game against Springfield to be played on Saturday. The final week's line, which Coach Cousins would like to see on the ice as far as his varsity unit, the freshman team has been playing through practically all the year.

Last Saturday it added the highly desired two points to its record in a game which went over in a score of two to one. Harvard opened the scoring for Tech in the first few minutes, but the fighting Cousins came back just before the end of the first period to tie the game. The teams fought away to the end of the regular period, each missing several opportunities, and the game went into the overtime period, Filipek, with all around play, scoring the game, passed the ball through the base for a Tech victory.

The regular lineup follows: goalies Hudson, Stuart; left halfback Filipek, McMillen; right halfback Bier, Helms; center forward Herlihey, Hubert; right outside forward Bier, Helms; center forward Bier, Hubert; left outside forward Bier, Bier; center forward Herlihey, Bier; left halfback McMillen, Hubert; center back McCollum, Bier.

The Sophomores have the best chance in tomorrow's annual Fall Interclass Track meet, according to John I. Herlihey, '39, track manager.

Bever Booters Go To I.C.A.'s This Monday

Running fast in company, the lively booters in the I.C.A. A. C. track competition. They are the same group who last week finished third in the New England championships held in Franklin Park, will meet the best men in the country next Monday.

BRADLEY FRANKLIN

Leading the charge this week will be the boys from the city, Frank Franklin, will meet the best men in the country next Monday.

OPPORTUNITY TO JOIN THE BROWN UNIVERSITY GYMNASIUM STAFF

Members of the Brown University gymnasium staff will be on hand to teach the boys over the age of 16 how to use the gymnasium.

The gymnasium hours are from 10 a.m. to 12 noon, and from 1-4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

The gymnasium is open to all students over the age of 16. The fee is $2 per semester.

ATTENTION! TECH STUDENTS

Boston's Premier Reliable Dancing School

15 Private Lessons $5.00

UPTOWN SCHOOL

MODERN DANCING

38 Newbury St., Boston

T. 473-3553

FRIDAYS 8:30-10:30 P.M.
SATURDAYS 3:30-5:30 P.M.

Everyone welcome!

RECIPE: FOR A DATE:

1. Boil near the 20-yard line

TEN MINUTES IN SUMMER ST. BOSTON

- Boston's - Most - Complete

Stock of

Psychic 

Popular Show Music from the Best in Boston! 

Latest Dance Recordings by all the big names. Come in and hear Tommy Dorsey's arrangement of THIS IS THE BOSTON MUSIC CO.

Boston Music Co., 118 Boylston Street, Boston. Next to Colonial Theatre

At Least Three Crews Will Compete Tuesday

With Junior, Sophomore, and freshman boats assured and a senior boat entered for the annual Fall Interclass Crew race, set for next Tuesday, is set to put a precedent for fall racing at Technology. For the first time in several years, the boats have been kept on the water into November, and much class spirit has been aroused by the competition.

To each member of the winning crew, Francis Haggerty, Vice Commodore of the Boat Club, will present a half-mile of a wooden boat in a place of the cup. The immediate outcome of the race is beyond even a guess, according to Varsity Captain Cornelius K. Combs, '38; but the final result, he hopes, will be more and better class racing.

The regular crews have been split to form the foundlings for the individual class boats. Positions in the boats, however, are still open to any wishing to compete, regardless of former experiences.
Building
(Continued from Page 1)

The hotel has its own heating and con-
ditioning system. The heating plant is con-  
structed with double steam lines to the outer  
building and the central plant. The power  
plant is complete D. C. power plant. Tw\-lo  
meets the needs of the building. The building  
was designed by the first speaker, Mr. Libby,  
who was the architect of the building. 

PAPARONE STUDIOS
Private Lecture Daily, Choir by Raye  
Kriz | PENSIVE TOBACCO - Turkish and Domestic.

Camel is the brand of cigarette I smoke. I love the taste, I love the smell, I love everything about it. It's the best I've ever had.

RADIO REPAIRS
HITE RADIO
1699 Wash. St., Boston  
Open Till 9 P. M.
Learn the Big Apple, Westminster,  
Shreve, Tampa, etc.

Singer Rico Santelli, who gave the Ins-  
troduction for the Tobacco Show, read  
the announcement. The show was pro- 
duced by the Tobacco Manufacturers,  
Inc., and was sponsored by the Tobacco  
Association of America. The program  
was broadcast over WABC and WOR  
radio stations.

The program was well received by the  
listeners, who were heartened by the  
message of the cigarette industry that  
“Camels are the only way to go.”

The program included interviews with  
celebrities, such as Bing Crosby,  
Katharine Hepburn, and Martha Raye.  
Bing Crosby talked about his love for  
cigarettes, while Katharine Hepburn  
discussed her preference for Camel  
cigars.

The program also featured a cigarette  
commercial, which was produced by  
the Tobacco Manufacturers, Inc., and  
was sponsored by the Tobacco  
Association of America.

The program ended with a message  
from Mr. Libby, who thanked the  
listeners for their support and  
encouraged them to continue to  
smoke Camel cigarettes.

The Tobacco Show was a success,  
and it is expected that similar shows  
will be produced in the future to  
promote the sale of Camel cigarettes.
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